Pathogen propagation is a fundamental process that takes place through host contact networks. 7 While it has been possible to characterize contact networks of several human infectious diseases 8 (e.g., sexual contacts for HIV, physical proximity for measles), logistical difficulties and the high costs 
Introduction

23
Host contacts, whether direct or indirect, play a fundamental role in the spread of infectious disease 24 through host populations (Sah et al., 2017) . Traditional epidemiological models, however make 25 simplistic assumptions such as homogeneous mixing of individuals, no social structure, which 26 are often unrealistic and in many cases yield unreliable predictions of disease spread (Bansal 27 et al., 2007). Therefore, in recent years, the network approach to modeling infection spread has 28 gained popularity because it explicitly incorporates host interactions that mediate infection spread. 29 Formally, in a contact network model, individuals are represented as nodes, and an edge between 30 two nodes represents an interaction that has the potential to transmit the infection. An exact 31 contact network model requires (i) knowledge of the transmission mechanism of the spreading 32 pathogen (required to define an edge in contact network), (ii) data on all individuals in a population, 33 and (iii) all disease-causing interactions between the individuals. In addition, the accuracy of disease 34 predictions depends on the knowledge of epidemiological characteristics of the spreading infection, 35 including the rate of transmission given a contact between two individuals and the rate of recovery establishes the predictive power of a network to describe the dynamics of disease spread is lacking.
76
Although spatial proximity or home-range overlap as proxies for infectious contact may be a 77 reasonable assumption to make considering the limited data that is available for certain wildlife 78 systems, such contact network models may be uninformative. This is because, by mixing disease-79 spreading contacts with those that are epidemiologically irrelevant, the disease predictions from 80 such networks may not be reliable or accurate. Finally, to our knowledge, none of the previous 81 approaches allow testing of competing hypotheses about disease transmission mechanisms which 82 (may) generate distinct contact patterns and consequently different contact network models.
83
All of these challenges demand the need of an approach that can allow hypothesis testing 84 between different contact network models while taking into account the dynamics of animal 85 interactions and missing data due to incomplete network sampling. In this study, we introduce a 86 computational tool called INoDS ( dentifying etworks f infectious isease pread) that utilizes 87 Bayesian inference to identify the underlying contact network of disease transmission in host 88 populations. Our tool can infer contact networks of a wide range of infectious disease types (SI, SIS, 89 and SIR) and can be easily extended for complex disease spread models. We develop a three-step 90 approach to enable power analysis and hypothesis testing on contact network models of infectious 91 disease spread ( Figure. 1) . Our tool provides inference on dynamic and static contact network 92 models, and is robust to common forms of missing data. Using two real-world datasets, we highlight 93 Figure 1 . Visualization of the steps of our algorithm. Observed data: INoDS utilizes the observed infection time-series and dynamic (or static) interaction data to provide evidence towards contact network hypotheses (or hypothesis) using a three step procedure. Inferential steps: In the first step, the tool estimates two parameters for a contact network hypothesis -transmission rate , which represents the component of infection transmission that is contributed by the network connections, and that quantifies the component of infection propagation unexplained by the contact network. Significance of is estimated by comparing the magnitude of social and asocial transmission rate for all observed infection events. Second, the predictive power of the network hypothesis is evaluated by comparing the likelihood of the infection time-series data given the network hypothesis to an ensemble likelihoods derived by permuted null networks. Finally, the marginal likelihood for the given contact network is calculated, which is then used to perform model comparison (using Bayes Factor, BF) in cases where multiple contact network hypotheses are available.
the two-fold application of our approach -(i) to identify the specific contact network associated with 94 a particular host population, and (ii) to gain epidemiological insights (including the transmission 95 mechanism, role of the quality of host contacts) of a host-pathogen system that can be leveraged to 96 construct contact networks for predictive modeling of disease spread in host populations at other 97 geographical locations.
98
Results
99
The primary purpose of INoDS is to obtain evidence towards the contact network that is hypothe- correctly assigned the observed network with a high statistical power (P < 0.05). We compared Fig 1) . On the other hand, -test and network position test 176 were sensitive to all types of missing data. Robustness of -test procedure rapidly declined with 177 any increase in missing data on the nodes, edges of the observed contact network, and infected 178 cases. Out of the three approaches, network position test proved to be the least reliable as its false 179 negative rate was high even when no data were missing.
180
Applications to empirical data-sets 181 We demonstrate the application of INoDS to perform hypothesis testing on contact networks of 182 infectious disease spread, identify transmission mechanisms and infer transmission rate using two Since the networks were fully connected, a series of filtered contact networks were constructed by removing weak weighted edges in the network. The x-axis represents the edge-weight threshold that was used to removed weak edges in the network. Two types of edge weights were tested -frequency and duration of contacts. In addition, across all ranges of percent weak edges removed, the two types of weighted network were converted to binary networks. The results shown are estimated values of social transmission parameter , and estimated values of asocial transmission parameter , for the different contact network hypotheses. Asterisks (**) indicate significant predictive power of the contact network hypothesis as compared to an ensemble of permuted networks. The darker blue color corresponds to the networks, where the social transmission rate was significantly higher than the asocial transmission. (E) Log Bayesian (marginal) evidence of the contact networks with high predictive power (i.e., networks marked with asterisks in A-D) network hypothesis (along with transmission parameters) using data on diagnosis timings. pathogen. Since such knowledge is either derived from expert knowledge (which can be subjective) 260 or laboratory experiments (which are time-and resource-intensive), it is essential to conduct an a 261 priori analysis of contact network models to avoid uninformative or misleading disease predictions.
262
In this study we therefore present INoDS as a tool that performs network model selection and Each temporal slice summarizes interaction within a day. Node colors denote the infection status confirmed by laboratory diagnosis. Green nodes are the animals that were diagnosed to be not infected at that time-point, red are the animals that were diagnosis to be infected and grey nodes are the individuals with unknown infection status at time-point. We hypothesized that proximity network with edges that were either binary or weighted with respect to the frequency of interactions could potentially explain the observed spread of Salmonella in the population. We found that (B) the predictive power of binary networks was statistically insignificant ( = 0.602, log-Bayesian evidence = -1039.89), whereas (C) proximity networks with frequency weighted edges demonstrated a significantly greater predictive power that a random expectation ( < 0.001, log-Bayesian evidence = -222.80). The log Bayes factor of the weighted contact network versus binary contact network, is 817.09, which is a decisive evidence towards the frequency weighted proximity network model. The heterogeneity of host contacts in a network model is typically captured through edge weights, 
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The current version of INoDS, assumes the infection has no latent period, and that the infectious-314 ness of infected hosts and susceptibility of naive hosts is equal for all individuals in the population. 315 In future, these assumptions can be easily relaxed to incorporate more complex formulations 316 of pathogen spread through a host population. For instance, heterogeneity in infectiousness of 317 infected hosts and susceptibility of naive hosts can be incorporated as random effects in the model 318 by assuming the two to follow a Gaussian distribution. Disease latency can be incorporated using 319 the data-augmentation technique described in the paper.
320
To summarize, we have designed a simple and general framework that provides inference 321 on contact network underling infectious disease spread, given the host behavior and infection 322 incidence data. Our approach is robust to missing data, and does not require information on the 323 actual infection timings in the population, which is rarely available. The tool described in the this 324 study, on one hand, can be used to establish the power of a contact network model to make reliable 325 disease predictions; on the other hand, the tool can be used to gain epidemiological insights (such 326 as the mode of infection transfer, role of quality of host contacts) for host-pathogen systems. Since 327 data-collection for network analysis can be labor-intensive and time-consuming, so it is essential to 328 make decisions on how limited data collection resources are deployed. Based on the sensitivity 329 analysis of our tool to missing data, we learn that the data-collection efforts should aim to sample The log-likelihood for all observed timing of infection in a population given the network hypoth-356 esis ( ) can therefore be estimated as: 
where is the infection time-series data, is the contact network hypothesis, and , , ,  
Since it is difficult to integrate Eq. 
The contact network with a higher marginal likelihood is considered to be more plausible, and 418 a log Bayes' factor of more than 3 is considered to be a strong support in favor of the alternative 419 network model ( 2 ) (Kass and Raftery, 1995). Since the networks were fully connected, a series of filtered contact networks were constructed by removing weak weighted edges in the network. The x-axis represents the edge-weight threshold that was used to removed weak edges in the network. Two types of edge weights were tested -frequency and duration of contacts. In addition, across all ranges of percent weak edges removed, the two types of weighted network were converted to binary networks. The results shown are estimated values of social transmission parameter , and estimated values of asocial transmission parameter , for the different contact network hypotheses. The darker blue color corresponds to the networks, where the social transmission parameter, was significantly higher than the asocial transmission parameter, . Asterisks (**) indicate significant predictive power of the contact network hypothesis as compared to an ensemble of permuted networks. (E) Log Bayesian (marginal) evidence of the contact networks with high predictive power (i.e., networks marked with asterisks in A-D) Each temporal slice summarizes interaction within a day. Node colors denote the infection status confirmed by laboratory diagnosis. Green nodes are the animals that were diagnosed to be not infected at that time-point, red are the animals that were diagnosis to be infected and grey nodes are the individuals with unknown infection status at time-point. We hypothesized that proximity network with edges that were either binary or weighted with respect to the frequency of interactions could potentially explain the observed spread of Salmonella in the population. The predictive power of both (B) binary network ( < 0.001, log-Bayesian evidence = -766.50) and (C) frequency weighted network ( < 0.001, log-Bayesian evidence = -255.85) was statistically significant. However, the log Bayes factor of the weighted contact network versus binary contact network, is 510.65, which is a decisive evidence towards the frequency weighted proximity network model. 
